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Abstract Ultralow frequency (ULF) waves in the magnetosphere are involved in the energization

and transport of radiation belt particles and are strongly driven by the external solar wind. However, the

interdependency of solar wind parameters and the variety of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling

processes make it difficult to distinguish the effect of individual processes and to predict magnetospheric

wave power using solar wind properties. We examine 15 years of dayside ground-based measurements at

a single representative frequency (2.5 mHz) and a single magnetic latitude (corresponding to L ∼ 6.6RE).

We determine the relative contribution to ULF wave power from instantaneous nonderived solar wind

parameters, accounting for their interdependencies. The most influential parameters for ground-based ULF

wave power are solar wind speed vsw, southward interplanetary magnetic field component Bz < 0, and

summed power in number density perturbations �Np. Together, the subordinate parameters Bz and �Np still

account for significant amounts of power. We suggest that these three parameters correspond to driving

by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, formation, and/or propagation of flux transfer events and density

perturbations from solar wind structures sweeping past the Earth. We anticipate that this new parameter

reduction will aid comparisons of ULF generation mechanisms between magnetospheric sectors and will

enable more sophisticated empirical models predicting magnetospheric ULF power using external solar

wind driving parameters.

1. Introduction

Ultralow frequency (ULF) waves of frequency 1–10 mHz are implicated in the energization and the radial

diffusion of electrons in the Earth’s radiation belts (e.g., Elkington, 2013; Elkington et al., 1999; Fälthammar,

1965); the inward radial transport of electrons violates their third adiabatic invariant (relating to azimuthal

drift) and results in an energy gain. The study of ULF waves is challenging due to the complexity of their

generation mechanisms and their subsequent propagation, as established in multiple reviews of their role

in magnetospheric dynamics (e.g., Mann, Murphy, et al., 2013; McPherron, 2005; Menk, 2011; Takahashi,

2016). The ability to predict power in these wave modes and hence the diffusion coefficients determin-

ing radial electron transport has long been an area of active research (Brautigam & Albert, 2000; Ozeke,

Mann, Murphy, et al., 2014), in order to better predict particle populations that pose a risk to space hardware

(Horne et al., 2013).

While magnetospheric ULF waves can be generated by internal sources such as plasma instabilities and sub-

storms, ULF waves are strongly driven by coupling of the magnetosphere to the solar wind, giving rise to

disturbances of the magnetopause (e.g., McPherron, 2005). These external drivers can be further catego-

rized as either perturbations embedded in the solar wind, perturbations that originate near the bow shock or

from magnetosheath instabilities, or perturbations arising at the magnetopause. For example, narrow band

oscillations have been observed in both the incident solar wind pressure and the magnetospheric magnetic

field (Kepko & Spence, 2003; Kim et al., 2002). Foreshock disturbances such as hot flow anomalies can cre-

ate dynamic pressure perturbations, and magnetosheath pressure anisotropies can give rise to instabilities

(see, e.g., Hwang & Sibeck, 2016, and references therein). The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability has long been

considered a potential driver of magnetospheric ULF waves (Chen & Hasegawa, 1974), as have magne-

topause perturbations such as flux transfer events (Russell & Elphic, 1979). All these mechanisms result in

magnetopause perturbations that can launch fast-mode compressional waves, which then penetrate into
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the magnetosphere and are then transformed and amplified by magnetospheric processes. Inward prop-

agating fast-mode waves can become trapped between the reflecting boundaries of the magnetopause

and an inner turning point such as the plasmapause (Kivelson et al., 1984; Kivelson & Southwood, 1986).

Any fast-mode compressional ULF waves that reach a region where the length of the magnetic field line sup-

ports waves of a similar frequency can couple with the field line and drive standing Alfvén toroidal modes

(e.g,. Obayashi & Jacobs, 1958; Radoski, 1966). Magnetic field perturbations observed at ground-based mag-

netometer stations are integrated over a large area of the ionosphere and will have mixed components of

these standingAlfvénwaves andof fast-mode compressionalwaves. At higher latitudes, observations ofmag-

netic field perturbations at ground level can be used with some success to estimate the equatorial electric

field (Ozeke et al., 2009; Rae et al., 2012) and hence estimate electron radial diffusion coefficients (Ozeke et al.,

2012; Ozeke, Mann, Murphy, et al., 2014).

While in situ measurements of ULF waves can be made by spacecraft, ground-based stations lend them-

selves particularly well to long-term statistical studies of ULF waves such as those discussed below. In this

paper we will use observations from a ground-based magnetometer to characterize ULF power by incom-

ing solar wind conditions and identify the mechanisms they represent. By “ULF waves” we mean the mix of

Alfvén and compressionalwaves detectedbyground-basedmagnetometers in the 1–10mHz range. All these

wave modes are implicated in wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere (Claudepierre et al., 2013;

Degeling et al., 2008; Elkington et al., 1999, 2003; Mann, Lee, et al., 2013; Ozeke, Mann, Turner, et al., 2014;

Zong et al., 2007).

While we also aim to identify physical drivingmechanisms, one of the goals of this study is to set a foundation

for future models and analysis of ULF wave power parameterized by solar wind properties. For such a model

we would ideally have a minimal set of input parameters that are (a) ULF effective, (b) have a clear physical

interpretation, and (c) are orthogonal.Wedonot expect to satisfy all these requirements but begin by examin-

ing the relationship betweenULFpower and all nonderivedparameters as a compromise between inputs that

are maximally physically representative and minimally interdependent. “Nonderived” quantities are defined

as not explicitly dependent on other observed quantities; for example, in the OMNI data solar wind dynamic

pressure Pdyn is calculated using velocity vsw and proton number density Np and hence is highly correlated

with them. In this work we parameterize ULF wave power using the incoming solar wind properties and use

the results to study ULF wave drivers. We account for solar wind interdependencies and attempt to rank the

parameters and mechanisms by their effect on ULF waves.

Solar wind velocity has been strongly implicated in the generation of ULF waves; Mathie and Mann

(2001) showed that to first order, ULF power can be estimated from solar wind velocity vsw using an

L-shell-dependent power law, and Pahud et al. (2009) showed that the magnetic local time (MLT) depen-

dence of ULF wave power on vsw varied with radial distance, or L-shell (McIlwain, 1961). Other studies have

attempted to include other solar wind properties, as advocated by Engebretson et al. (1998). These investi-

gations, examining the contribution of individual solar wind parameters, have been performed using both

satellite and ground-basedmeasurements of ULFwaves as reviewed below. Satellite-based studies find that a

combination of solar wind dynamic pressure, pressure fluctuations, and velocity dominates observed power.

Using in situmagnetic fields at geosynchronous orbit, Takahashi andUkhorskiy (2007, 2008) found a predom-

inant dependence on pressure and pressure variation, while Berube et al. (2014) found that ULF wave power

correlates primarily with vsw outside of L ∼ 6 and variations of solar wind dynamic pressure Pdyn inside. Sim-

ilarly, Liu et al. (2010) found an overall dependence on pressure and pressure variations using magnetic field

data but a vsw dependence using electric field data, suggesting wemay expect different results based on our

methods of measuring ULF waves. Ground-based ULF studies find that power depends on vsw across a range

of L-shells (Mathie & Mann, 2001; Pahud et al., 2009; Simms et al., 2010) and Takahashi et al. (2012) found

that control switches from vsw to pressure variation at L ∼ 5. The diversity of results indicate that we need to

consider a systematic approach.

The importance of considering solar wind parameter interdependencies is well known; different solar wind

parameters covary and thus noncausal correlations with ULF wave power exist. However, these interdepen-

dencies are difficult to account for. Somework has been done in this area, for example,Wolfe (1980) identified

solarwindvelocity vsw as thedominantdrivingparameter usinga stepwisemultiple regressionbut recognized

that the identification of secondary parameters was restricted by the difficulty in deconvolving the effect of

nonlinear interdependencies on their relatively small data set.More recently, Simmset al. (2010) found that vsw
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and Bz contribute to a ULF wave index directly and that Dst and variations in number density and interplane-

tary magnetic field (IMF) contribute indirectly. They used path analysis to account for linear, exponential, and

power law relationships between likely contributing parameters. Indeed, most statistical tools for disentan-

gling such relationships assume that they are linear or require a predetermined model. Instead, in this paper

we begin with a “naíve” approach, where we assume nothing about the solar wind parameter interdepen-

dencies. We systematically consider all parameters as possible ULF wave drivers to exclude those that do not

contribute tomagnetospheric ULFwave power and therefore identify those parameters that do. This straight-

forward but comprehensive approach allows us to control our assumptions carefully and determine which

parameters are related to increased ULF wave power without the need to assume linear interdependencies

between parameters. The background for this approach is developed in section 3. In section 4 we iteratively

compare solar wind parameters to find the dominant parameters contributing to ULF wave power and, by

accounting for their interdependencies, any secondary drivers which are masked by their relationship with

thedominant parameters. In section 5we review current theories of external ULFgenerationmechanisms and

hypothesize which ones are represented by our results from section 4. The applicability of our conclusions is

discussed in section 6.

2. Data

Solar wind observations are extracted from National Aeronautics and Space Administration/Goddard Space

Flight Center’s OMNI data set through OMNIWeb at http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/, which has already been

propagated to the Earth’s bow shock from the measurements near Lagrangian point L1. We exclusively use

the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system (Hapgood, 1992). From the OMNI data, we use

proton number density Np, speed vsw, proton temperature T , and magnetic field B with components Bz, Bx ,

and By , along with the variability of each of these parameters as calculated in section 2.1.

To characterizemagnetosphericULFwavepower,weusemeasurements fromaground-basedmagnetometer

array across Canada (CANOPUS, Rostoker et al., 1995, now known as CARISMA,Mann et al., 2008) from January

1990 to December 2004. In this paper we only present results from GILL (Gillam) station, whose location over

this period corresponds on average to geostationary orbit at L-shell L ∼ 6.6. GILL was chosen as it contains

the largest power out of a series of stations located along the same meridian (Rae et al., 2012). The magne-

tometer station providesmagnetic field data at 5 s resolution, which is used to calculate the amount of energy

contained in oscillations at each frequency (power spectral density, or PSD) at ground level. As described in

Ozeke et al. (2009), ground-based PSD can be used to infer the poloidal and toroidal waves’ equatorial electric

field amplitudes at the equator, for use in simulations of the outer radiation belt (Li et al., 2016; Ozeke, Mann,

Murphy, et al., 2014). In future, using multiple stations will therefore give us access to a large data set span-

ningmultiple L-shells which can be used for modeling near-Earth space. Hence, ground-based PSD is a useful

descriptor of magnetospheric power.

2.1. Data Processing

Solar wind conditions are obtained from hourly OMNI data, except for the variability �X of each solar wind

parameter X , which is calculated in 1-hr intervals from the 1-min OMNI data. If there are eight minutes or

fewer missing per hour, data gaps are interpolated. If there are more than 8 min of missing data per hour, the

interval is discarded. Power in each hour is found by detrending and using the multitaper method (Percival &

Walden, 1993; Thomson, 1982). We define the variability �X in the solar wind to be the sum of power across

1.7–6.7 mHz, which represents the power in perturbations of parameter X , a broadband solar wind source.

The ground-based magnetometer data are transformed to geomagnetic H, D, Z coordinates (north-south,

east-west, and orthogonal to the surface of the Earth) using International Geomagnetic Reference

Field/Definitive Geomagnetic Reference Field values for that year and station, fromhttp://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.

gov/vitmo/cgm_vitmo.html. MLTs are calculated from the same source; we use only information from

3 to 21 MLT, excluding the midnight sector to remove effects such as substorm-related ULF wave power

from this region. Data time stamps are inspected to prevent double counting, any instances of which are

removed. We require that absolute values of the ground magnetic field lie between 5.8 and 6.4 ×104 nT,

regarding anything outside this range as unphysical. We interpolate up to 5 min of every hour from the

time series; if any more data are missing, the hour is omitted from our data set. This is more stringent than

for the OMNI data, because we require better frequency resolution; we use summed power for each �X

but want to consider individual frequencies in the magnetosphere. At this point corresponding solar wind
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Figure 1. (a) Example median ultralow frequency wave power spectral density (PSD) for each solar wind speed sextile at GILL station across 1–10 mHz.

(b) Occurrence statistics of PSD at 2.5 mHz at each solar wind speed at GILL. (c) Probability distribution functions from the occurrence statistics in (b), normalized

such that the probability adds up to one in each solar wind speed bin. The red solid line indicates the median ultralow frequency wave power in each speed bin,

which here follows the “peak” of the distribution, while the red dotted line is the mean, which is skewed to the high-powered tail. For each solar wind speed bin

the distribution of power is roughly lognormal, as shown by the example distributions in (d), which displays some of the sample probability distribution

functions in specific speed bins from (c).

properties from the same hour are assigned to the magnetometer data and we consider only hourly data

that are complete in both sets. Before calculating the power spectral density from the ground magnetome-

ter data, each hourly time series is detrended and a low-pass Butterworth filter is applied to prevent aliasing.

The PSD is then estimated using themultitapermethod, where several spectral estimates are constructed and

averaged using orthogonal windowing functions. This provides a spectral estimatewith frequency resolution

0.278 mHz. The multitaper method was chosen, as it provides a more statistically consistent estimate than

a simple fast Fourier transform and it also mitigates some of the effects of cutting up our data into arbitrary

hours using rectangular windows (National Semiconductor Corporation, 1980; Stoica & Moses, 2005).

Since ULF waves of frequency 1–10 mHz have periods on the order of minutes, hour-long windows are suit-

able to resolve the required frequency band. Using an hour window also includes time for the wave-driving
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mechanisms and for wave propagation, as the estimated propagation time of compressional waves to the

radiation belts is on the order of minutes (Chi et al., 2006). We assume that themagnetosphere is close to sta-

tionary on timescales of an hour. The stationarity assumption is necessary for use of the multitaper method

and is reasonable given the timescale of ULF wave processes of interest. More dynamic drivers exist, such as

transient ion foreshock phenomena, (see, e.g., Hartinger et al., 2013; Hwang & Sibeck, 2016). However, these

cannot be easily studied using data at L1, and their transiency would require a shorter window with reduced

frequency resolution.

The lower bound of our frequency range is chosen to exclude spectral leakage from 0 mHz during the PSD

calculation. Figure 1 provides justification for our analysis choices in this study. In Figure 1a the median PSD

value is shown for sextiles of solar wind velocity across our frequency range. Figure 1b shows the occurrence

statistics of all PSD at 2.5 mHz binned by solar wind speed, which is used to create probability distribution

functions for each speed bin in Figure 1c. Several examples of these distributions are extracted and shown in

Figure 1d. From Figure 1a we see that power decreases smoothly with frequency and hence there is no clear

upper limit and no preferred frequency within this range to study. We have chosen 10 mHz as an arbitrary

cutoff point, since this includes most of the power in the system. Thus, the processed data consist of a set of

solarwind conditions associatedwithmagnetospheric power spectral densities across frequencies 1–10mHz

from four geomagnetic stations across 15 years. Despite only beginning with a single station, the number of

parameters and the spatial and temporal properties require still more reduction to be manageable. In this

paper we only present the results of a single frequency, 2.5 mHz, which is at the high-powered end (i.e., the

low-frequency end). Wewill study the full frequency range in future work. We also only present the results for

the geomagnetic north-south ground coordinate (H) corresponding to azimuthal fluctuations in the radiation

belts. Other frequencies and the east-west coordinate (D) are examined briefly to confirm qualitatively similar

results while a quantitative comparison is reserved for future work.

3. Background Analysis

In order to characterize the relation between the solar wind parameters and the observed power, it is nec-

essary to first account for the fact that some solar wind conditions occur more often than others. Otherwise

any resultant distributions or relationships we extract will be skewed. This is illustrated in the intensity maps

found in Figure 1b, where we bin the occurrence of ULF wave power at a given frequency (f = 2.5 mHz) at

a single station (GILL) by solar wind speeds. The triangle shape in Figure 1b demonstrates that our data are

not evenly distributed over all solar wind speeds; for example, we have more data for a solar wind speed of

300–400 km/s than for 500–600 km/s. It is interesting to note that these distributions are very similar to the

occurrence of electron flux and vsw in both Reeves et al. (2011) and Figure 1 of Kellerman and Shprits (2012),

especially as ULF waves are theorized to be related to electron flux (Mathie & Mann, 2000). We follow the

approach in Kellerman and Shprits (2012) to calculate the probability distribution function; we normalize the

observed counts of PSD in each parameter bin by the sum of counts in that bin, so that the power distribu-

tion for each parameter interval is then represented by an equal number of points and the total number of

counts in each vertical slice is the same. In doing sowe calculate the conditional probability of observing each

power value for a given solar wind speed bin centered at vsw. In Figure 1c it can be observed that the resultant

distribution for solar wind speed increases smoothly and that for each vertical slice (each parameter bin) the

probability distribution of power is apparently lognormal (Figure 1d).

We normalize the intensity maps of ULF wave power due to other solar wind parameters in the same way.

The distribution of ULFwave power for values of each solarwindparameter—the vertical slices—also appear

to be lognormal (see Figure S1 in the supporting information). Given such well-defined distributions, we con-

sider themedian PSD of each parameter bin to be the concise and representative reduction of the data set we

need. Furthermore, the median is conserved (and indeed converges) with additional observations. Although

the arithmetic mean is often used to describe statistical wave amplitude characteristics (e.g., Spasojevic

et al., 2015), in lognormal distributions the mean is highly skewed toward the high-powered tail whereas the

median is directly related to the mean of the corresponding normal distribution (Johnson et al., 1994). We

therefore use the median exclusively in our analysis of ULF power. A descriptor of the spread of each distri-

bution (such as the lognormal variance or the interquartile range) would be of additional value and will be

explored in future studies.
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Relationships between solar wind parameters are determined by the type of the solar wind (and hence their

source) and by interactions between solar wind types as they propagate toward Earth. For example, the faster

solar wind is less dense and the slow solar wind is often more variable (Geiss et al., 1995), but the faster solar

windmay catch upwith slower solarwind, creating areas of compression and rarefaction thatmake up stream

interaction regions (e.g., Jian et al., 2006). In this paragraph we discuss the relationships we expect to see

in our subset of the solar wind data. These are confirmed briefly here and can be found in more detail in

Figures S3–S6 of the supporting information. As expected, in our data set the velocity observed near L1 is

close to radial and there is an anticorrelation between proton number density and solar wind speed which is

not linear. The interplanetary magnetic field displays evidence of the Parker spiral, and there is a correlation

between proton temperature and flow speed. These interdependencies will need to be accounted for. In our

method we should also consider relationships with perturbations �X of each parameter X . If all perturbations

observed near L1 are due to some combinations of random processes, wave processes, and structures from

interactions between solar wind regions, we may expect that �X contain contributions both independent

from and related to the original parameter X . Therefore, we assume that �X inherits interdependencies from

X , in addition to the relations between perturbations of velocity, number density, and themagnetic field from

magnetohydrodynamic waves. The parameters �Bx,y,z and �Np are found in the same types of solar wind and

will therefore appear to correlate with one another; in the coronal mass ejection (CME) sheath region there

are lots of variability as the faster solar wind causes the preceding solar wind to bunch up, often forming

planes of different magnetic field orientation which are also the situations in which we find the largest �Np

(Nakagawa et al., 1989). The interior region of CMEs exhibit other interdependencies; there is often a low

proton temperature, high Bz , and low number density Np (Owens et al., 2005). While events such as CMEs are

relatively rare and so are not obvious in large statistical distributions, they are also particularly geoeffective

(e.g., Plunkett & Wu, 2000) and so it is possible that they might weight parameter contributions to ULF wave

power. Therefore, we must be able to account for all such interdependencies.

As electron density and temperature are not included in the OMNIWeb data set, they cannot be analyzed

despiteour aim to investigate all nonderivedparameters. However,wearenot concernedas theelectronnum-

ber density follows the proton number density fairly well over hour-long timescales (else, charge neutrality

would not be valid in the solar wind) and electron temperature has been found to be roughly 141,000 K inde-

pendent of any other solar wind characteristics (Newbury et al., 1998), and hence does not have parameter

interdependencies to resolve.

Previous work (e.g., Baker et al., 2003; Cao et al., 1994; Pahud et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2012) has identified

a clear MLT dependence of ULF wave power. The details of any MLT dependence are clearly important but

are out of the scope of this work; here we aim to account for solar wind interdependencies and identify those

dominant parameters that should be used to quantify MLT differences in future work. For reference, intensity

maps such as in Figure 1b for each MLT sector can be found in the supporting information, Figure S2.

Before proceeding further, we note the additional implicit assumptions in this approach and examine their

corresponding physical limitations. To beginwith, takingmultiple hour-long snapshots assumes that itmakes

sense to compare them—that the behavior of the magnetosphere will be similar under similar solar wind

conditions and that the behavior we see is due solely to those conditions. We do not account for internal

processes or for the initial state of themagnetosphere; that is, themagnetosphere has no history longer than

an hour. Obviously, this is not always a good approximation but we assume that over the long time period

of our analysis it adds noise rather than any systematic bias. Furthermore, by using the median we assume

that the system can be described statistically and that essentially each hour-long observation is a separate

run of the same “experiment” under different conditions. This assumption is supported by the existence of

lognormal power distributions for each parameter. Finally, as the driving variables we are considering are

interdependentweneed tofindaway to isolate the contributionof eachand to identify the causal parameters.

We consider “causal” parameters to be those parameters that correlate with magnetospheric ULF power and

whose contribution cannot be attributed to their covariancewith other solar wind parameters in our analysis.

In particular we need to compare relative contributions between parameters since the correlation of power

with solar wind speed is dominant andmay bemasking other secondarymechanisms. The clear dependence

of ULF wave power on increasing solar wind speed is shown in Figure 1a.

Ideally, we would bin by all parameters and examine their individual contribution. However, this would result

in ahigh-dimensional parameter space thatwouldbedifficult to analyze andwouldhavepoordata resolution.
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Instead we simplify by studying only two parameters at once, which allows us to compare their relative con-

tributions with adequate data resolution. If the first of these parameters is solar wind speed we can identify

whether the second parameter has an independent contribution. Finally, bins are only used if they contain at

least 10 data points.

4. Results: Determining Solar Wind Parameter Contribution to Magnetospheric

ULF Wave Power

We present the parameters of interest individually. We have used observables in the solar wind that are not

derived from one another; hence, we do not study electric field E or dynamic pressure Pdyn which are derived

from vswB and Npv
2
sw
, respectively. To compare the relative contribution of any two parameters to magneto-

spheric power, we bin all data using those two parameters and then calculate themedian-observed PSD of all

hours in each bin. In particular, if one of these binning parameters is solar wind speed wewill have controlled

for any speed-dependent relationship. The aim of this section is to explore and identify contributing param-

eters as outlined in the workflow diagram in Figure 2; we examine the median PSD in terms of vsw and each

parameter X to establish whether X contributes to power, then iteratively examine the effect from each pair

of contributing parameters. These iterative comparisons turn out to be particularly necessary forNp and Bx,y,z .

A summary of the resulting main ULF-effective parameters can be found in section 4.8, while a discussion of

the physical mechanisms they represent is presented in section 5.

We begin the discussion of each parameter with a summary of solar wind interdependencies confirmed in

section S2 of the supporting information.

4.1. Solar Wind Velocity Components

While the solarwindvelocity is expected todominate contributions toULFpower, for our systematic approach

it should be confirmed whether this contribution is contained within the bulk flow vsw or within the veloc-

ity components (in GSM coordinates) vx , vy , or vz . Since vsw is almost entirely composed of radial flow vx , this

question becomes whether the vy,z contributions to magnetospheric ULF power are significant compared to

that from vx . In Figures 3a and 3b hours are binned by the solar wind vx and vy and vx and vz , respectively,

where the median PSD at 2.5 mHz of those hours is shown. In Figures 3c–3f cut-throughs of the median PSD

at individual bins is shown. For these cut-throughs, we hold one parameter constant and show whether, for

that constant value, an increase in the second parameter (along the x axis) is associated with an increase in

PSD. Therefore, any horizontal results would indicate that there is no dependence of power on that second

parameter, whereas a steep gradient would indicate that PSD increases strongly with increases in that param-

eter. Hence, Figures 3a and 3b show that the majority of the observed ULF wave power can be attributed to

vx . While there are small possible effects due to higher absolute vy, vz velocities, particularly at lower vx , ULF

power is largely controlled by the vx component. This is particularly clear from the cut-throughs shown in

the side panels (c), (d) and (e), (f ), where the PSD is highly ordered by vx but shows little or no relationship

with vy or vz .

One effect of increased vy, vz would be to change the geometry of the magnetosphere, for example, shifting

the nose location relative to the Earth. Since this analysis is performed over observations where our ground

station lies in 3–21 MLT, it is possible that if significant increases and decreases of power exist due to a shift

toward dawnor dusk, theymay still not appear in our statistics as they are averagedout overmultipleMLT sec-

tors. However, this nose shift is relatively small; given extremenonradial flows in 1-hr data (e.g., vNR = 50 km/s)

primarily occur within the sheath region of fast CMEs (Owens & Cargill, 2004), they are typically accompanied

by high radial velocity, for example, vx > 600 km/s. Thus, the solar wind striking angle � = arctan
vNR

vx
is con-

strained below ∼5∘ off the radial Sun-Earth line. In terms of magnetic local time coordinates, this shift of the

nose corresponds to a relatively small change of∼24min. Hence, wewould expect this effect to be negligible.

Given this and the two-parameter plot results in Figure 3, we therefore choose speed vsw ∼ vx to characterize

the solar wind velocity control of magnetospheric power for ease of comparison with other studies.

4.2. Speed Perturbations �vsw
Previous studies have indicated a ULF wave power dependence on speed perturbations or variability

(Pokhotelov et al., 2015), but the interdependence of �vsw with vsw has not been fully explored. It is possible

that the summed power �vsw (or indeed the variance) will increase in magnitude with the speed vsw, so there

is an interdependence to account for. In Figure 4awe bin the observations by vsw and �vsw values for that hour
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Figure 2. An overview of the method followed in this paper to systematically identify causal parameters. Beginning with

a list of all nonderived solar wind parameters, we determine which could possibly be causal parameters. This is done by

examining power spectral density at one frequency at one station as a function of two parameters; we bin by vsw and

each parameter X and �X and observe whether the median-observed ultralow frequency power spectral density

correlates with X or �X for constant values of vsw. Parameters that are then observed to correlate with power could be

causal. Once this list of possible causal parameters is found, we can repeat this comparison process to exclude

parameters that correlate due to interdependencies. For example, we remove the effect of a known existing parameter

by taking a single bin such as vsw = 300–450 km/s. Then by comparing two other parameters Y1andY2 , we can see

whether ultralow frequency wave power increases in either once the interdependency has been accounted for.

They are removed from the list of possible causal parameters if not.
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Figure 3. Data are binned using the observed value of the solar wind velocity in (a) GSM x and y and (b) GSM x and z directions for each hour. In each bin, the

median power spectral density (PSD) found at 2.5 mHz at GILL is displayed. Five contours across the median PSD values are shown. (c–f ) On the right, vertical

and horizontal slices are taken at constant, equally spaced values to show the relationship between PSD and the individual variables.

and take the median-observed ULF power in each bin. The coverage in (vsw, �vsw) space indicates that �vsw
does increase with vsw. However, magnetospheric ULF power increases only with vsw, not with power �vsw in

the perturbations. In particular, both the horizontal and vertical cut-throughs at constant vsw (Figure 4b) and

constant �vsw (Figure 4c) indicate a power dependence only on vsw, because the cut-throughs in Figure 4b

are roughly horizontal. Hence, it is likely that the relationship shown in Pokhotelov et al. (2015) is due to the

interdependence between vsw and �v.

4.3. Proton Number Density Np and Perturbations �Np

The relationship between vsw and Np or �Np depends strongly on the type of solar wind. Generally, due to

differences in the fast and slow solar wind, we can expect to observe high Np with low vsw and vice versa. In

addition to any relationship betweenNp and �Np, wewill expect to see higher �Np in compression regions and

in sheath regions (Owens et al., 2005) where we would also see high vsw and magnetic field perturbations.
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Figure 4. Same as in Figure 3, but exploring the dependence of magnetospheric ultralow frequency power on the mean solar wind speed and the power �vsw in

its perturbations. We bin by vsw and �vsw and display the median power observed in each bin at 2.5 mHz. Cut-throughs at constant vsw and �vsw are shown in

(b) and (c), respectively. PSD = power spectral density.

In Figure 5 we examine whether Np makes a contribution to ULF wave power independently from vsw.

In Figure 5a we see that power increases with vsw as expected, but that it also increases withNp. However, this

also appears to be true for �Np as shown in Figure 5c. We can suppose that there may be some relationship

between �Np and Np and so we must see which contributes to the observed power. To exclude the depen-

dence of Np and �Np on vsw Figure 5b shows median ULF wave power calculated only using hours where the

solar wind speed is between 300 and 450 km/s. Here we see that increases in ULF median PSD correspond

to increasing �Np and not increasing Np. For completeness, the corresponding plot for all speeds is included

in the supporting information as it illustrates the necessity of controlling the Np - vsw interdependency in the

solar wind. Therefore, we conclude that �Np, not Np, is the more immediate contributor to power observed in

magnetospheric ULF waves measured using ground-based magnetometers.

The cut-throughs in Figures 5d and 5e demonstrate this vsw - �Np dependence; in Figure 5d, purely horizontal

slices would indicate a dependence solely on vsw, whereas a vertical result would show that power depended

only on �Np. The angle of the constant speed slices confirm that vsw is the dominant parameter. We also note

that in Figure 5d the additional �Np contribution is observed at all speeds.

4.4. IMF Components and Their Perturbations

As IMF B is a vector with highly interdependent components, we must first examine all components Bx,y,z
and their perturbations �Bx,y,z for a correlation with PSD and then compare against each other to recognize

whether eachpossible correlation is causal or due to intercomponent relationships. ComponentsBx,y are inter-

dependent due to the Parker spiral, while Bz is highly dependent on the type of solar wind; for example, it

is often far larger in sheath regions of CMEs (Owens & Forsyth, 2013). The total field magnitude |B| is higher
in compressed regions of the solar wind and each �Bi inherit these dependencies plus contributions from

wave activity and random processes. Therefore, we must first compare individual components Bx,y,z to vsw
and, subsequently, components �Bx,y,z to vsw. By splitting the analysis in this way we will identify any possible

causal parameters whose interdependencies we can resolve by then comparing to each other, for example,

comparing each Bi and �Bi contribution, ideally while holding vsw constant.

We present Bz first as it is important for studying solar wind coupling to the magnetosphere (e.g., Dungey,

1961). Figure 6a shows ULF power as a function of vsw and Bz . We see that for Bz > 0 there is very little con-

tribution to observed ULF power due to the magnetic field component Bz . However, there is a clear increase

in power for more strongly negative Bz at any given solar wind speed. Bz clearly contributes to observed

power but only below the threshold Bz = 0. For example, at vsw ∼600 km/s for Bz > 0 the median power
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Figure 5. Data are binned by two solar wind parameters as in previous figures, and the median magnetospheric ultralow frequency power is shown. In (a) we

extract the relationship of Np and vsw to magnetospheric ultralow frequency power and in (c) we do the same for �Np . To disentangle which of Np , �Np is the

causal parameter for this contribution, we compare the two in (b), for a single-speed bin of 300–450 km/s. Slices of constant vsw and �Np are taken from (c) and

displayed in (d) and (e). PSD = power spectral density.

is 2.9 × 104 (nT)2/Hz. For Bz = −7.5 nT, to get a comparable amount of power (that is, 3.0 x 104 (nT)2/Hz) we

only require vsw = 400 km/s. Therefore, Bz clearly represents a significant contribution to ULFwave power and

we will examine other magnetic field effects only for observations where Bz > 0 to remove this relationship.

As for each component Bi and their perturbations �Bi, the comparison of each component to vsw and to each

other is quite involved and can be found in the supporting information. We present only the component Bx
here for brevity. In Figure 7 we compare the contributions from vsw, Bx , and �Bx . In Figures 7a and 7b there

appears to be a change in power associatedwith both |Bx| and �Bx . Just as forNp and �Np, we need to establish

whether this is due to the average field Bx or to the perturbations �Bx . In Figure 7c we bin by |Bx| and �Bx ,

showing the median ULF wave power. While at first examination the power appears to be due to �Bx , this

power increase follows the correspondingmedian solar wind speed in Figure 7d, whichwe know is dominant.

Unfortunately, this ambiguity is not resolved by taking a single speed bin as we did for Np in Figure 5. We find

the same results for By, �By , Bz > 0 and �Bz (included in the supporting information as they are very similar to

the results for Bx). From this initial analysis we can identify that both themean field and the perturbations are

possible contributors to ULF wave power but cannot confirm whether one or both are causal.

We must therefore examine whether any apparent contribution from components Bi or �Bi is due to a corre-

lation between Bi and �Bi or between existing causal solar wind parameters. We have already controlled for

Bz < 0 contributions (by only considering hours where Bz > 0) and for vsw contributions (by choosing speed
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Figure 6. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) observed at 2.5 mHz at GILL is binned using the solar wind parameters speed vsw and the Bz component of the

interplanetary magnetic field of the preceding hour. The median PSD in each bin is shown. A red line at Bz = 0 is included to show the change of behavior across

positive and negative Bz . Cut-throughs at constant vsw and Bz are shown in (b) and (c).

to be one of our binning parameters). However, �Np has not been controlled, which also makes an indepen-

dent contribution. This is necessary as we know that �Bi and �Np are not independent and often occur in

similar types of solar wind, in particular, the sheath region before CMEs. They also inherit relationships from

wave processes and from Bi and Np, as discussed in section 3. To resolve this we take only data where Bz > 0

and �Np ∈ [10−2, 5 × 10−1] cm−3 to remove these effects. Then it remains to deconvolve the pairs vsw and

�Bi, and vsw and Bi , which we present for the x component in Figure 8. (Similar results for y and z components

can be found in the supporting information). Here we can see that once �Np has been controlled, there is no

contribution to ULF wave power from Bx or �Bx when compared to vsw. Hence, we conclude that components

Bx,y and perturbations �Bx,y,z are not “causal” parameters and do not indicate a separate physical mechanism,

instead reflecting the results for �Np because large values of �Bx,y,z, Bx,y,z and �Np often appear in similar types

of solar wind.

To summarize, we can see a clear contribution to power from Bz when Bz < 0 independently of the contri-

bution from the dominant driving parameter vsw. Apparent contributions from Bx,y and/or �Bx,y,z are in fact

due to correlations with �Np. It is unclear whether there is increased ULF power correlated with increasing

|Bi| or �Bi because the effect is small and cannot be deconvolved from vsw and �Np while retaining enough

data. Therefore, of all the magnetic field parameters we only consider Bz < 0 as an additional causal driving

parameter.

4.5. Temperature

In general, proton temperature T increases with vsw although the low temperature inside CMEs may create

other relationships. In Figure 9 we examine median PSD as a function of vsw and T , and vsw and �T . We see

that ULF power increases with vsw but that T appears to contribute little in comparison. Examining �Tp we see

that this also does not appear to contribute to magnetospheric power.

4.6. Angles of Solar Wind Bulk Flow and IMF Orientation

These do not contribute any further information and simply confirm conclusions from earlier in this section

using components vi and Bi . They are included in the supporting information for completeness.

4.7. Dynamic Pressure Pdyn and Perturbations �Pdyn

Using our definitions above, Pdyn is a “derived” parameter (it is calculated using Npv
2
sw

in the OMNI data set).

Physically, it is often implicated in ULF driving (see, e.g., references above in section 1). However, while there

is some correlation between vsw and Np (or �Np) due to solar wind structure, this correlation is inherently

easier to deconvolve than vsw and Pdyn, making Np a better choice to construct an orthogonal basis of solar
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Figure 7. Observations (for Bz > 0 only) are binned by (a) vsw and Bx , (b) vsw and �Bx , (c) Bx and �Bx , and the median power spectral density at GILL, 2.5 mHz is

shown. In (d) we show the corresponding median solar wind speed vsw for each bin in (c). PSD = power spectral density.

wind input parameters. We therefore consider Np in this paper instead of Pdyn. For completeness and com-

parison with previous work, two-parameter plots for Pdyn and �Pdyn are shown in the supporting information

(Figures S15 and S16).

4.8. Summary of Contributing Parameters

We have analyzed all available nonderived solar wind parameters and their perturbations: vsw, vx,y,z , �v, Np,

�Np, Bx,y,z , �Bx,y,z , Tp, �Tp, flow, and IMF angles. These have been analyzed in a systematic manner to account

for interdependencies and identify causal properties.

We have identified the following parameters as characterizing increased ULF power in the radiation belts and

hence indicators of physical mechanisms coupling solar wind activity to magnetospheric ULF wave power:

1. vx (or vsw)

2. Bz < 0

3. �Np

While other parameters than those above may still contribute to ULF wave power, that contribution is too

small to be observed. With a larger data set we could explore other parameters in more detail but vsw, Bz < 0

and �Np will remain dominant. We note that the clear threshold at Bz = 0 indicates that in general we should

consider treating Bz < 0, Bz > 0 separately as they represent two different regimes for ULF wave generation.

The goal of this work was to identify driving parameters in the solar wind (particularly those secondary to

vsw) and to discuss the mechanisms they represent, which we will do in the next section. First, we can com-

pare �Np and Bz to establish the order of dominance, which we show in Figure 10. We see that as expected,

when controlling for vsw, for Bz > 0 any change in power is due to �Np, although there is some leakage near

the threshold Bz = 0. We can also see that for Bz < 0, it is Bz that dominates over any �Np contribution.
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Figure 8. For Bz > 0 and �Np ∈ [10−2, 5 × 10−1], (a) and (c) are the same as Figures 7a and 7b, where we bin by solar wind speed and Bx , �Bx , respectively,

and display the median power spectral density at GILL station, 2.5 mHz. Panels (b) and (d) show the corresponding median perturbation �Np in each bin.

PSD = power spectral density.

Since the increases in power here donot follow the increases inmedian vsw (bottompanel) and in fact the con-

tours formedianpower andmedian speed are perpendicular to one another, we canbe sure that the apparent

dominance of Bz < 0 over �Np is not due to any correlation with vsw. Hence, the parameter contributions in

order of dominance is vsw, then �Np for northward IMF, and vsw, Bz , and �Np for southward IMF.

We also briefly consider the additional effect of introducing compression regions (i.e., higher �Np) and/or

negative Bz on the median-observed PSD for the same speed bin in the table of Figure 10. Individually, both

�Np and Bz contribute noticeably to the overall power. Note that we have not chosen particularly high �Np or

strongly negative Bz due to data constraints, yet for this particular speed bin, their joint contribution results in

ULF wave power an order of magnitude higher. Initial results for bins at higher speed indicate that �Np and Bz
can individually account for up to an extra order of magnitude of PSD each, and slightly more than an order

of magnitude when combined. This effect will need to be quantifiedmore thoroughly in future work in order

to more accurately predict magnetospheric ULF wave power.

5. Physically Interpreting External ULF Generation Mechanisms

Having isolated the solar wind parameters which drive ULF power entering the radiation belts, we can begin

to identify the physical mechanisms that they characterize. Note that we are not attempting to find any quan-

titative details of the dependence of ULF power on each parameter in this paper; we only identify whether

each causal parameter corresponds to amonotonic increase (or decrease) in observed ULF power. An empiri-

cal formula for the dependence of ULF wave power on solar wind parameters is desirable andwill be pursued

in future work. We use the causal parameters vsw, �Np, and Bz < 0 to distinguish possible physical mech-

anisms and hence the plasma processes implicated in the creation of ULF waves. While we are considering
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Figure 9. Data binned by (a) vsw and T and (b) vsw and �T . The median power spectral density (PSD) at GILL at 2.5 mHz is shown, as in Figure 4.

eachmechanism separately here, in reality they are often difficult to distinguish. Indeed, theymay be actively

driving ULF waves concurrently and even interacting with each other.

Since solar wind dynamic pressure variations are implicated in several magnetospheric ULF wave genera-

tion mechanisms, we are obliged to begin with a discussion of the interdependence of dynamic pressure

Pdyn = mpNpv
2
sw

with our causal parameters vsw and �Np, wheremp is the proton mass. In particular, we con-

sider the magnitude of possible perturbations of Pdyn. A pressure perturbation �Pdyn could be composed of

perturbations �Np, �vsw, or both. However, the comparative size of median mass density perturbation ampli-

tude �1 = mpNp1
to the median background mass density �0 = mpNp0

is far larger than the same ratio

for speed perturbations. We calculate these to be
�1

�0
∼ 0.69 and

v1

v0
∼ 0.09, respectively, from our data

set. This suggests that we would not necessarily expect �v to contribute meaningfully to dynamic pressure

perturbations in the solar wind.

5.1. Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability and vsw
TheKelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) is an instability that arises fromavelocity shear between twocontiguous

fluids. The same instability can be found in plasma. At themagnetopause Kelvin-Helmholtz waves have been

demonstrated to be potential drivers of Pc3–5 ULFwaves in the radiation belt region, as theoretical drivers of

field line resonances (Chen & Hasegawa, 1974), by modeling throughout the magnetosphere (Walker, 1981)

and by observations of ULF waves, whose energy appeared to derive from surface KHIs (Agapitov et al., 2009;

Rae et al., 2005).

The incidence of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at the magnetopause has been established by Kavosi and Raeder

(2015), who showed that there appears to be no lower vsw threshold to observe Kelvin-Helmholtz waves

and that their occurrence increases with increasing nonshocked solar wind speed. They also confirm that

Kelvin-Helmholtz waves occur at all IMF values, although they are less common for a southward IMF. As

Kelvin-Helmholtz waves occur more often with increasing solar wind speed, we can assume that the causal

parameter vsw represents this mechanism, although the relationship may be quite complex. For example,

Mann et al. (1999) and Mann andWright (1999) demonstrate that at high enough speed (vsw∼500 km/s), the

boundary along the flanks of the magnetosphere becomes “overreflecting”; that is, incident fast-mode com-

pressional waves from the magnetosphere are reflected with increased amplitude. This would increase the

ULF effectiveness of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at higher solar wind speeds.

While vsw counted for the largest contribution to power in section 4, we must examine the vsw dependence

of other possible mechanisms before we can assert that vsw represents the KHI and that Kelvin-Helmholtz

boundary waves are the dominant driver external driver of magnetospheric ULF waves.

5.2. The Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) occurs between two fluids of different densities where the lighter fluid is

accelerated into the heavier one. Mishin (1993) demonstrated that growth rates of instabilities are increased

while the magnetopause is under an accelerated motion, adding to the KHIs predicted for plasma under

a velocity shear. When the magnetosphere is experiencing an expansion, the less dense magnetospheric
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Figure 10.We take only data between 300 and 450 km/s to control for speed. In this interval we bin by �Np and by Bz and take the median-observed power

spectral density (PSD) in the magnetosphere (a). Cut-throughs at constant Bz and �Np are on the right, and the median speed in each bin can be found in (d) so

we can check for any remaining velocity correlations. In the table (lower right) we take four selections of data and display the corresponding median PSD for all

data in that bin. This is performed for combinations of the speed bin (300 to 450 km/s), a �Np bin (5 × 10−1 to 1 (cm−3)2) and a Bz ∼ −5 nT bin, (−5.25 to

−4.75 nT). The values in brackets in the first column indicate the number of data points in that bin.

plasma pressing on the denser plasma in the magnetosheath can then become Rayleigh-Taylor unstable.

Further studies by Gratton et al. (1996) and Farrugia et al. (1998) showed that the growth of these instabili-

ties is dependent on local time, latitude, IMF conditions, and the thickness of the boundary layer. In particular

we can expect a dependence on vsw,Np, and their perturbations, although as the KHI also depends on these

it is unlikely we would be able to distinguish a RTI contribution using these parameters. We may expect

�Pdyn (and hence �Np and �vsw) to represent an additional Rayleigh-Taylor contribution to the instability

because they contribute to pressure perturbations and hence the resultant expansions and contractions of

the magnetosphere. We would not necessarily see this for �vsw, as discussed in the beginning of this section.

While the difficulty in distinguishing the contribution of individual mechanisms to ULF wave power is

discussed in section 5.6 we note here that the RTI is particularly challenging to isolate. First, pressure per-

turbations themselves constitute a distinct driving mechanism (see section 5.3). Second, the RTI requires an

acceleration of the magnetopause and the resulting effect will simply add to KHI growth rates, making it

difficult to distinguish the contribution of RTI to magnetospheric ULF wave power. Future theoretical work
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is required in this area to determine the additional ULFwave power froma joint RTI-KHI and to determine how

well �Np represents the Rayleigh-Taylor contribution.

5.3. Density Perturbations and Solar Wind Compressional Waves

ObservationsofmagnetosphericULFwaves corresponding to solarwinddensity oscillations (Kepko&Spence,

2003) indicate that the movement of the magnetopause in response to solar wind dynamic pressure Pdyn
changes can enable generation of fast-mode compressional waves; a sudden decrease in solar wind dynamic

pressure allows themagnetosphere to expand, resulting in a decrease in themagnetospheric magnetic field.

Conversely, a sudden increase in Pdyn compresses themagnetosphere resulting in an increase in themagnetic

field. Thesemagnetic field perturbations then propagate inward. Thismechanismdoes not need to be global;

variations in the shocked magnetosheath could constitute local generation of fast-mode compressional

waves.

However, the source of these ULF-effective pressure perturbations in the solar wind is unclear. The proposed

origins can be considered in two ways: (1) solar wind “structures” that change slowly, are fixed with respect

to the plasma and are swept past the Earth, and (2) plasma processes which (mainly through processing

in the foreshock) can interact with the Earth’s magnetosphere as they evolve rather than being swept past.

Examples of the first are entropy waves and sheath regions, and examples of the second include propagat-

ing magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves and magnetosheath instabilities. Of course, using OMNI data we

can only examine the response to MHDwaves observed near L1. In particular, Walker (2002) studied the pos-

sibility of coherent solar wind MHD waves carrying density perturbations and driving magnetospheric ULF

waves via transmission through the bow shock and subsequent incidence upon the magnetopause. We are

able to use the analysis developed in section 4 to compare these two views of solar wind driving by pressure

perturbations.

Specifically, we can investigate whether solar wind compressional waves are ULF-effective by looking at the

causal parameters found previously. If the power increase is only due to structures sweeping past, both �Np

and �vsw would affect magnetospheric power as they indicate pressure perturbations and hence perturba-

tions of the locationof themagnetopause—althoughat thebeginningof section5wehave alreadydiscussed

that �Np will give rise to larger pressure perturbations �Pdyn, so we may not resolve any such direct �vsw con-

tribution. If the cause of the pressure perturbations is instead predominantly from compressional waves in

the solar wind, we would expect relationships between �Np, �vsw, and �Bx,y,z following plasma wave theory.

That is, for a given mass density perturbation amplitude �1 at a single frequency, we can estimate the mag-

nitude of corresponding speed perturbation amplitude |v1| for a compressional wave in the solar wind. If

these perturbations are within our resolution, we would expect to also see a relationship between increased

magnetospheric ULF wave power and |v1| (and hence �vsw) when compressional waves are active.

As described in the appendix, we use the median amplitude of number density perturbations Np0
∼3.7 cm−3

at 2.5 mHz to find a range 44–106 km/s for the corresponding speed perturbation amplitude of an “aver-

age” wave. Velocity perturbations of this size are clearly within our resolution. Therefore, we can rule out

coherent compressional waves as ULF drivers as follows: To identify whether compressional waves are the

mechanism, we first assume that the majority of ULF-effective �Np are due to compressional waves. If this

assumption is true, then every time we see increased �Np wewould expect to see increased �v within our vis-

ible range and hence a corresponding correlation between �v and ULF power. However, we do not see this

�v correlation. Therefore, there can be no particular relationship between �v and �Np at the times when �Np

is ULF-effective, which is only possible if the predominant origin of ULF-effective �Np (and hence �Pdyn) is not

compressional waves. This suggests that the ULF-effective �Np are instead due to structures sweeping past

the magnetosphere.

5.4. Perturbations Arising at the Bow Shock or in the Magnetosheath

While we have considered ULF waves observable in the solar wind near L1, perturbations can also arise

between L1 and the magnetosphere. Near the bow shock, transient ion foreshock phenomena (such as hot

flowanomalies, amongother phenomena) havebeen shown todrivemagnetospheric ULFwaves in our range

of interest (e.g., Archer et al., 2013; Hartinger et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017) both directly and via wavesmodes

arising from the resulting magnetosheath instabilities; these foreshock origin ULF waves are then convected

downstream to “ring” against the magnetopause (e.g., Hwang & Sibeck, 2016). Although these mechanisms

are all external drivers, they occur downstream of L1 and it is unclear how our solar wind parameters relate

to these, particularly in an hour-long window when these are relatively rare events and so may not show up
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in our analysis. For example, Schwartz et al. (2000) found that hot flow anomalies occur ∼3 times a day and

only last a fewminutes.We note that Hartinger et al. (2013) found that ULFwaves around our frequency range

driven by ion foreshock phenomena correlate with dynamic pressure pulses in the ion foreshock. Indeed, the

dependence of ULF waves on �Np may be indicative of this effect but we cannot distinguish the effect of

density perturbations observed at L1 and the amplification of this in the magnetosheath. Therefore, we con-

sider these mechanisms to be "post-L1 processing" and cannot extract their role explicitly in the generation

of magnetospheric ULF waves.

5.5. Flux Transfer Events, Reconnection and Bz < 0

In section 4.4 we identified that Bz was a causal parameter during southward IMF, that is, when below the

threshold Bz = 0. Since we know that strongly negative values of Bz correlate with higher reconnection rates

at the dayside magnetopause (Komar & Cassak, 2016), we look at how this could relate to the generation of

magnetospheric ULF waves.

Bursty reconnection has been associated with the formation of magnetic flux tubes called "flux transfer

events" (FTEs) which contain the reconnected field lines and constitute a plasma entry mechanism to the

magnetosphere. They have long been considered a potential source of magnetospheric ULF waves (Russell

& Elphic, 1978), and simultaneous observations of FTEs and 2–7 mHz waves in the magnetosphere were first

made by Glassmeier et al. (1984). The details of this mechanism were described in more detail by Gillis et al.

(1987), who also estimated that the resultantwaveswould be in the 2–22mHz range. The draping of themag-

netosphericmagnetic field around a flux tube results in a local increase in themagnetic field outside the event

(Farrugia et al., 1987; Paschmann et al., 1982) as confirmed by observations of FTEs perturbing the magneto-

sphere as they propagate (Liu et al., 2008). If we consider the plasma to be compressible, then we would also

expect to see accompanied local increases or decreases in the density outside the flux tube as it propagates

along the magnetopause. This movement has a rippling effect on the magnetospheric boundary and as the

flux tube is pulled along tailward, driving fast-mode waves in the magnetospheric plasma which propagate

inward and can couple with the field line to drive standing waves.

While we are studying external drivers in this paper, we also note that the IMF Bz may additionally character-

ize ULF waves driven by substorms such as those generated directly by bursty bulk flows, by velocity shears

in these flows, or from instabilities arising from the new particle distributions (e.g., McPherron, 2005, and ref-

erences within). However, they would be associated with a time lag rather than our instantaneous interval

(Cowley & Lockwood, 1992) and are also from a short-lived source compared to external driving sources. As

we are averaging over hour timescales and using dayside data, we therefore consider the ULF power increase

with Bz to predominantly represent flux transfer events rather than substorm activity.

5.6. Distinguishing Potential Driving Mechanisms From the Dominant Solar Wind Parameters

It remains to establish which mechanisms the parameters vsw, Bz < 0, and �Np represent as we have only

considered them individually, not as a whole, and we have not discussed their interdependence.

The dependence of ULFwave power on �Np could provide evidence for either a RTI or a pressure (i.e., density)

perturbation contribution. For the RTI we would expect to see additional growth rates of boundary instabili-

ties which are already dominated by vsw. Instead, we believe �Np represents the pressure perturbation theory

as there is clear evidence of this acting as an individualmechanism; there have been observations of the same

discrete frequencies in both solarwindpressure oscillations andmagnetospheric ULFwaves (Kepko&Spence,

2003). If there is an extra contribution from the Rayleigh-Taylormechanism, it is subordinate to the others dis-

cussed in this paper; it is also possible that RTI contributions do not showupdue to our hour timescale. Future

work could investigate the necessary timescale.

It has been theorized that the number density affects the KHI condition (Engebretson et al., 1998), but we saw

no increasedULFwave power forNp oncewe accounted for �Np. We believe that similar to the Rayleigh-Taylor

effect, the additional instability growth does not contribute asmuch toULFwave power as othermechanisms

and so cannot be resolved.

In section 5.4 we discussed the difficulty in characterizing ULF drivers that arise downstream of L1, for exam-

ple, near the bow shock and fromwaves generated bymagnetosheath instabilities. This processing has been

shown to affect ULF waves but as events such as hot flow anomalies are relatively rare, occurring ∼3 times a

day and lasting a few minutes (Schwartz et al., 2000), they are unlikely to show up in our statistical analysis
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over 15 years. We consider it possible that such processing is a factor in the �Np contribution observed

here, but exploring the role of bow shock and magnetosheath processes in this context is beyond the scope

of this study.

It has previously been noted that FTEs propagating along the magnetopause share several properties with

Kelvin-Helmholtz waves (Kavosi & Raeder, 2015) and appear very much like the ripples resulting from solar

wind pressure oscillations (Sibeck, 1990). These have already been established as distinct phenomena (e.g.,

Lockwood, 1991; Otto et al., 1995; Song et al., 1994) and now, with our study of the causal parameters, it

appears that they individually contribute to ULF wave power near ∼6.6 RE . However, it is difficult to com-

pare the relative contributions of each mechanism using just the three parameters vsw, Bz < 0, and �Np as

they share solar wind parameter dependencies. In addition to this, thesemechanisms can interfere with each

other. For example, while the strongest controlling factor for FTE formation is Bz (Kuo et al., 1995; Russell et al.,

1996) andwhile the separation time of FTEs appears to be independent of our causal parameters (Wang et al.,

2006), the magnetic amplitude of FTEs is weakly dependent on solar wind dynamic pressure and the rate of

propagation of FTEs will depend on both the magnetic curvature force on reconnected field lines and the

solar wind speed. Furthermore, it has been indicated that flux transfer events and Kelvin-Helmholtz boundary

waves can interact; FTEs can provide the seed for Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and propagating FTEs can inter-

fere with the growth of Kelvin-Helmholtz boundary waves (Hwang & Sibeck, 2016, and references therein).

In fact, Kavosi and Raeder (2015) found fewer and shorter Kelvin-Helmholtz boundary waves for southward

IMF. For this reason, while it is clear that for Bz > 0 it is Kelvin-Helmholtz waves that represent the dominant

contributing mechanism, the prevalence of vsw for Bz < 0 could indicate the dominance of either (or both)

Kelvin-Helmholtz boundary waves and FTE formation and propagation as magnetospheric ULF drivers.

Note that while the magnetopause flanks are expected to be more Kelvin-Helmholtz unstable, we observed

no additional contribution to power from increased nonradial flow compared to the parameters vsw, Bz<0,

and �NP .

We have not discussed physical properties of the magnetosphere that may affect ULF power observed at a

fixed point on the ground. Particularly of relevance to this study is magnetopause location. A compressed

magnetosphere will affect ground-observed power as the spatial location in the equatorial plane corre-

sponding to any magnetometer station moves closer to the Earth, and as the distance from this point to the

magnetopause decreases. For example, waves generated by a KHI at the magnetopause decay with distance

from the source (Southwood, 1974), hence a closer source could cause increased ULF PSD measurements on

the ground. Takahashi andUkhorskiy (2007) discuss this as a possible cause of Pdyn control of ULFwave power.

(Murphy et al., 2015) showed that during storm times there is a clear dependence of ground-based ULF wave

power onmagnetopause location and also suggested that ULF wave powermay becomemore concentrated

when the volume of the magnetosphere reduces. Since the model they used (Shue et al., 1998) depends on

Bz and Pdyn it is clearly difficult to distinguish between the mechanisms discussed here and a simple change

in the magnetopause location. We note that these dependent parameters are slightly different; Np would be

expected to correlate with Pdyn control of magnetopause location, yet we see increased ULFwave power with

perturbations �Np rather than with Np. Since there is evidence for ULF driving by both flux tube propagation

and solarwinddensity perturbations as discussed above, it is likely that the action of these drivers as observed

at GILL is modulated by magnetopause location. As magnetopause location is dependent on Bz and Pdyn
(as calculated in Shue et al., 1998, and used inMurphy et al., 2015) this makes it very difficult to determine just

howmuch each physical process contributes to ULF wave power.

One result of interest is the clear dominance of Bz < 0 over �Np, even though they represent physically very

similar mechanisms; a direct deformation of the magnetopause causing perturbations of density and the

magnetic field. Becausewecannot knowhowwell theparametersBz and �Np represent their respectivemech-

anisms, and how much these parameters also represent modulation by magnetopause location, we cannot

be certain that FTEs are truly more ULF-effective than solar wind density perturbations. It is possible that not

all perturbations �Np are ULF-effective and so their apparent parameter contribution is diminished, or it may

be that broadband power �Np is not themost relevantmethod of considering density perturbations. We sug-

gest that further work is necessary to more precisely quantify the contributions of all of these mechanisms,

which are highly interdependent.
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Figure 11. The three main driving mechanisms by which the solar wind directly gives rise to magnetospheric ultralow

frequency waves, depicted idealistically. In (a)–(d) the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability grows from an initial perturbation.

The velocity shear between the magnetosphere and the faster solar wind means that this mode is unstable; troughs

deepen while peaks grow. Compressional waves are launched in the magentosphere which propagate inward, while

eventually, the instability develops into vortices. Panel (e) depicts the direct driving of compressional waves by a proton

number density perturbation, where there is a velocity component normal to the magnetopause. A region of more

dense plasma perturbs the magnetospheric boundary, and the resulting compression of the magnetospheric magnetic

field is propagated inward. Similarly in (f ), a flux tube is shown as a rigid cylinder propagating along the magnetopause.

The draping of the magnetic field around this tube as it travels launches earthbound compressional plasma waves. In

reality these mechanisms may well co-occur and interact, and their effectiveness will be moderated by magnetosphere

configuration such as the location of the magnetopause.

5.7. Summary of Contributing Mechanisms

We conclude that the three dominant external generation mechanisms for magnetospheric ULF waves are

the (1) KHI, (2) the formation and/or propagation of flux tubes, and (3) direct driving by solar wind density

perturbations, which result from solar wind structures rather than coherent compressional plasma waves

in the solar wind, and may also include processing downstream of L1. These mechanisms are depicted in

Figure 11; note that all these theories involve magnetopause deformations of some kind. For Bz > 0 it is clear

that Kelvin-Helmholtz waves are the dominant ULF drivers, while it is unclear whether this holds for Bz<0 as

FTEs share many driving parameters with (and interact with) Kelvin-Helmholtz waves.

6. Discussion

Previous studies using ground-based magnetometers have concentrated on the dependence of ULF wave

power as a function of L-shell and MLT (e.g., Mathie & Mann, 2001; Pahud et al., 2009). In this paper, we have

adopted a different approach in order to identify the dominant driving mechanisms. We have accounted for

solar wind parameter interdependencies; controlling for vsw clearly reveals the ULF wave power dependence

on �Np and Bz . Wolfe (1980) is an early example of a similar approach, using stepwise multiple regressions to

identify that vsw is the dominant parameter and that Np is a likely second. However, they could not decon-

volve the nonlinear relationship between vsw andNp with their limited amount of data, in contrast to the large

data set available here. A regression approach also assumes a continuous relationship between two parame-

ters, whereas here we found a distinct threshold at Bz = 0. More recently, Baker et al. (2003) compared field
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line resonance (FLR) and non-FLR characteristics and found that vsw,Np, and Bz affected near-monochromatic

ULF wave activity in the form of FLRs. However, they discounted Np as to first order, any Np contribution was

due to an anticorrelation with vsw. Baker et al. (2003) also found that Bz > 0 had a slightly stronger effect than

Bz < 0, unlike in our analysis. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear, although it is possibly due to the fact

that they focused on field line resonances and near-monochromatic activity where we have considered all

ULF activity at 2.5 mHz. Indeed, the differences noted in Baker et al. (2003) for FLR versus non-FLR ULF wave

activity indicate that futurework is needed on their respective generationmechanisms and subsequent prop-

agation. Simms et al. (2010) used path analysis to control the interdependencies between nonderived solar

wind parameters affecting a ULF wave index and found vswandBz to be the main parameters with an addi-

tional contribution from Dst and variations in number density and IMF. In contrast, we too found vsw, Bz < 0,

and �Np to dominate ULF power but could not resolve any additional �B contribution. We also found that the

Bz contribution has anonset threshold at Bz = 0. Our comprehensive and systematic analysis of all nonderived

parameters has shown that nonlinear solar wind interdependencies do indeed impact the resultant param-

eters correlating with power. In general our results match those of the ground-based studies, with vsw the

dominant driver around geosynchronous orbit. While Takahashi et al. (2012) found that the dominant driver

switched to variations of Pdyn at lower L-shells, we do not extend to these L-shells in this study.

Baker et al. (2003), Pahud et al. (2009), and Takahashi et al. (2012) found that ULF wave dependence on solar

wind parameters varied with MLT. Throughout this work we have focused on 3–21 MLT, but have confirmed

these results for individual MLT sectors (Figures S18–S21 in the supporting information). To summarize, we

find some minor differences between nonmidnight sectors (dawn, noon, and dusk) but the same parameter

dominances vsw, Bz < 0, and �Np. We find the same parameters vsw, Bz , and �Np for the midnight sector, but

the threshold Bz = 0 does not hold. We intend to confirm these results quantitatively in future work.

In this study we chose to examine only instantaneous power. Using time lags would allow us to account

for substorm contributions, which we expect to correlate roughly with time-lagged Bz (Cowley & Lockwood,

1992), as substorm onset can be described using as a probability distribution (Freeman & Morley, 2004).

However, it would be difficult to properly account for time-lagged interdependencies, particularly as solar

wind properties change with the solar cycle. For example, solar wind speed persists for several hours while Bz
doesnot (Lockwoodet al., 2016;Owens et al., 2017). Similarly, to include the initial state of themagnetosphere,

we would need to know more about the persistence of existing ULF waves. Therefore, using instanta-

neousmagnetospheric ULF wave power eliminates these questions by “averaging” over any previous history.

Furthermore,weexpect anhour timescale tobe sufficient time for thegenerationofULFwavesby theexternal

sources discussed in section 5. Future work could involve the development of a more sophisticated approach

to determine optimal time lags while controlling solar wind parameter interdependencies. Additionally, the

interactions between these proposed drivers and the role of magnetosheath processes could be explored.

We have producedmanageable results by using only a single frequency at a single station (and therefore at a

narrow range of L-shells) over daysidemagnetic local times. A brief look at the results for other stations, other

frequencies, and the geomagnetic east-west coordinate provides the same qualitative results (i.e., the same

causal parameters in the same order of dominance). The development of a quantitative approach to compare

these meaningfully will be greatly simplified by the use of the three parameters established here. It is clear

that the inclusion of these subordinate parameters is important; for example, the observed ULF wave power

spectral density for vsw = 600 km/s and Bz > 0 nT is comparable to a speed of only 400 km/s if Bz = −7.5 nT.

7. Summary

Wehaveperformed a systematic and comprehensive series of straightforward two-parameter comparisons to

identify the dominant solar wind parameters (measured near L1) contributing to magnetospheric ULF wave

power. Since speed vsw dominates,webeginbyexaminingpower spectral density as a functionof vsw andeach

parameter X to determine whether each X is a potential contributing parameter, then examine all remain-

ing parameter relationships iteratively, as explained in Figure 1. This method accounts for interdependencies

between parameters, revealing subordinate contributionswhichwe have used to consider physical processes

by which ULF waves can be generated. Our main results are as follows:

1. ULF wave power increases for increasing vsw, strongly negative Bz < 0, and increasing perturbations �Np.

All three parameters contribute significantly to the total power.
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2. Considering interdependencies is important: in particular, we find that �Np contributes to ULF wave power

rather than Np. Interdependence is difficult to sort out as the relationships between parameters are not

simply linear. Furthermore, the ULF driving mechanisms themselves are also highly interdependent.

3. We find we must consider hours with Bz < 0, Bz > 0 separately and this may be necessary elsewhere.

There are no such onset thresholds for vsw and �Np contributions to ULF wave power.

4. We conclude that the three dominant external generationmechanisms are the KHI, flux tube events during

bursty reconnection, and solar wind density perturbations deforming the magnetopause. For northward

IMF (Bz > 0) the KHI is the dominant mechanism. For southward IMF it is unclear whether the KHI or FTEs

are dominant, although both are more ULF-effective than solar wind density perturbations. It is unknown

howmagnetopause location modulates the effectiveness of these processes.

5. ULF-effective solar wind density perturbations can be attributed to solar wind structures (spatial variations

in the solar wind sweeping past) rather than compressional waves originating in the solar wind. We have

not considered the processing of these variations between L1 and the magnetopause.

Our straightforward but systematic approach has focused on controlling the assumptions and examining

which driving parameters can be ruled out. This reduction to three main parameters and three main external

driving mechanisms can be used to discover more about the physical processes involving magnetospheric

ULF waves and to predict power in the radiation belts.

We have observed that simple parameterizations dependent only on vsw cannot fully describe the magneto-

spheric ULF wave power because �Np and Bz both represent significant contributions. Therefore, to be able

to characterize ULF wave power fully, we will need to consider the effects of multiple physical mechanisms

acting simultaneously; a flip to Bz southward or a sudden compression region striking the magnetosphere

will result in higher ULF power observed in the radiation belt region.While vsw predominantly determines the

magnetospheric ULF wave power, the additional contribution of masked subordinate mechanisms is signifi-

cant and needs to be considered if we are to be able to predict ULF wave power and hence properties of the

electron population near geostationary orbit.

Appendix A: Fast-Mode Compressional Waves Corresponding to Observed Density
Perturbations �Np

In section 5.3 we used the properties of fast-mode compressional waves to identify the source of solar wind

pressure perturbations. Here we confirm that the relationship between the amplitude of number density and

velocity perturbationswould be detectable using our solarwind observations.Wederive this relationship and

justify the extent to which it is valid.

Herewe consider the possibility that ULF-effective �Np are a result ofMHDwaves originating at the Sun.While

Alfvén waves may reach the Earth, they are not associated with density perturbations so we do not consider

them here. Both slow- and fast-mode compressional waves are damped in high � plasmas and therefore may

not reach the Earth, but slow-mode waves are far more strongly damped (Barnes, 1966). Therefore, we only

use fast-modewaves in this analysis.We cannot anddonot study entropywaves (i.e., density structures bound

to the moving plasma) with this method.

In section 2.1 we summed the power in Np across frequencies 1.7–6.7 mHz to find �Np. Here we can use the

power at 2.5mHz,Np
(2.5mHz). The square root of this is then the amplitudeof number density perturbations

in that hour at 2.5 mHz, Np1
. Using the median mass density perturbation amplitude at 2.5 mHz, �1 = mpNp1

,

and “average” (median) solar wind plasma values for unperturbed mass density �0 = mpNp0
, unperturbed

magnetic fieldB0, Alfvén velocity vA and sound speed vS, we can estimate themagnitudes for the correspond-

ing velocity perturbations v1 of an “average” compressional wave. If these perturbations are of the sameorder

as mean hourly values, then they are detectable from the background, and so we should be able to identify

whether they are correlated with power at all. If the perturbations are small compared to the background we

will not be able to identify whether or not they have a contribution.

We use two different coordinate systems: the GSE frame in which we have our OMNI data observations and

the wave-centered frame with basis â, b̂, ĉ. In this basis we define the ĉ-direction to be along the magnetic

field, the â-direction to be the direction of propagation perpendicular to B0 and b̂ to complete the set.
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Table A1

Table of Median Values Used to Calculate the Resultant Size of Velocity

PerturbationsWe Expect From Fast-Mode Compressional Waves

Parameter Median Value

�0 5.2 cm−3

�1 3.7 cm−3

vA 52.0 km/s

vs 55.8 km/s

vphmin
55.8 km/s

vphmax
76.3 km/s

The parameter k is the direction of propagation of the wave.

â =
a

|a|
, a = k − (k ⋅ ĉ)ĉ

b̂ = ĉ × â

ĉ =
B0

|B0|
(A1)

Then in this basis k can be written as

k = k[sin � 0 cos �] (A2)

where � is the angle of propagation from the magnetic field and can also be found in the dispersion relation

(Walker, 2004)

(
�

k

)2

= v2
ph

=
1

2

[
v2
A
+ v2

S
±
[
(v2

A
+ v2

S
)2 − 4v2

A
v2
S
cos2 �

] 1

2

]
(A3)

where the plus (+ )symbol describes the fast mode and theminus (−) symbol the slowmode. We only use the

fast mode as discussed above, which gives us an upper bound on the amplitude of velocity perturbations.

We can work out relationships with the total magnitude of perturbations �1 and |v1| in the wave-centered

frame, which can then be applied to any orthonormal coordinate system, removing the necessity of calcu-

lating the direction of propagation. We consider the effect of the bulk streaming of the solar wind plasma

later.

Using the following linearized MHD equation

�1 =
�0

�
k ⋅ v1 (A4)

we see that there can be velocity perturbations in directions â and/or ĉ,

�1

�0
vph = k̂ ⋅ v1 = k̂av1a + k̂cv1c. (A5)

We can use this to put a limit on the magnitude of velocity perturbations by writing it as

v1 =
[
v1a 0 v1c

]
= v1

[
sin �v 0 cos �v

]
(A6)

describing all possible solutions in this basis using a new parameter �v . Then

||||
�1

�0
vph

||||
=
√
|v1|2 + 21v

2 sin � cos � sin �v cos �v = |v1|
√
1 + 2 sin � cos � sin �v cos �v (A7)

and so we know the amplitude of velocity perturbations is within the range

1
√
3

||||
�1

�0
vph

||||
≤ ||v1|| ≤

||||
�1

�0
vph

||||
(A8)
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which is independent of basis. This range will change with angle of propagation � as vph is dependent on �.

The total range in which velocity perturbations lie for all � and the plasma values used are shown in Table A1.

We find that the maximum and minimum total speed perturbations using equation (A8) are vmin ∼44.8 km/s

and vmax ∼106.2 km/s. This shows that for an “average” wave the speed perturbations are of an order that is

distinguishable from background solar wind values.

We have not yet included the effect of the bulk flowof the solarwind plasma. The velocity along the Sun-Earth

line means that for a velocity oscillation along x, corresponding velocity perturbations in the y and z com-

ponents will appear to be of different frequencies. However, Walker (2002) uses the approximation that a

fast-modewavewill be propagating close to the Sun-Earth line by the time it reaches us. In this case, as veloc-

ity perturbations are along themagnetic field and axis of propagation, the component of compressionalwave

velocity perturbations away from the bulk flow (the shifted y and z components) should be relatively small.

We do not need to identify every instance of a compressional wave to study their relationship to magneto-

spheric ULF wave power. We do not expect any velocity perturbations to represent a negative contribution

to ULF power and so even a relatively small proportion with a positive contribution would manifest by

indicating that �v has some relationship with the resultant ULF power in Figure 4, which we do not see.

To summarize, the amplitude range of velocity perturbations corresponding to ULF-effective �Np are resolved

by our data. Therefore, as long as there are enough waves with these characteristics, if compressional waves

are the solar wind source of ULF-effective �Np, we would expect to see apparent increases of ULF power

with the correlated �v. As we do not, the �Np that are ULF-effective cannot come from coherent solar wind

compressional waves, as concluded in section 5.
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Erratum

In the originally published version of this article, the Supporting Information as originally publishedwasmiss-

ing the associated figures. The figures have been reinstated, and the present version may be considered the

authoritative version of record.
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